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Which country is a better place to live in, Germany or EnglandAug 20, 2015 — Originally
Answered: which country is a better place to live in, Germany or England? Germany of course:
Better plumbing, better food, better weather, better infrastructure (except airports in Berlin,
sorry), cheaper housing; people speak GERMAN (jawohl!), use the Euro and don't brexit

Ten ways Germany puts Britain to shame - The LocalAug 26, 2015 — A cheap shot admittedly,
but no less worthy of a good old moan for it. a salary to pay for the place you live so that you
can keep on working Living in Germany: the good, the bad, and the praktischNov 2, 2020 — In
reality, the vast majority of expat life in Germany falls into the good I often feel in the UK people
classify themselves either as sporty or 
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Germany vs UK - pros and cons | MumsnetJun 13, 2014 — I'd quite happily live in Munich as
part of a couple, think it would be better than many places here, but Bavaria as a whole - no.
Especially not if I 

Live in the UK or Germany? Which is better? - British ExpatsJun 18, 2015 — Germany - Live in
the UK or Germany? Which is better? - Hello All, Here are a few facts about me and my
situation- I work for a German Where do you find life easier, Germany or the UK? - Life
inGermany +. A better home to live than I could afford in the UKmuch better. Better, cheaper,
more frequent and reliable public transport
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Moving to Germany from the UK: An Objective View of theOn balance though, obviously we
think that living in Germany is better for a Also, unless you live out in the sticks, you're usually
not forced to commute to work by If you're considering moving to Germany from the UK, no
German city has United Kingdom vs. Germany - Country ComparisonThe UK has been an
active member of the EU since its accession in 1973, In January 1999, Germany and 10 other
EU countries introduced a common European exchange currency, the euro. female: 3.7
deaths/1,000 live births (2020 est.)

'I can't believe it': German expat's reaction to UK's 'superiorNov 5, 2013 — 'I can't believe it':
German expat's reaction to UK's 'superior' quality of life "Germans always think that their
standard of life is not that good, but Cost Of Living Comparison Between Germany And
UnitedFor major cities in those countries you get more relevant data by specifying cities. City in
Germany: --- Select city--- 
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